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HURDLES: No physical meetings between 01/2020 and 09/2022.
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**GENDER:** 2/6 female co-PIs, gender balance in the future QuantHEP Conference.

**OPEN SCIENCE:** all articles available in the project web site [quanthepeu](http://quanthepeu) & in the arXiv.

**SCIENCE EDUCATION:**
- Monthly online [QuantHEP Seminar](http://QuantHEPSeminar), since 10/2022: 757 subscribers, 9,794 views.
- First QuantHEP Conference in 2023, including introductory school, taking place in Bari.

**PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT:**
- Online public talks at [World Quantum Day – 14 April](http://WorldQuantumDay), in Uzbekistan and in (S.)Africa.
- Dialogue with HEP community in Europe and North America, and beyond QComp.
- Contributions to the Advisory Board of the Quantum Technology Initiative at CERN.
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